
NOTES:
1.   The product should be fully charged by DIRECT sunlight for 8 hours before initial use.
2.   Do not place the unit near a lighted object as the automatic on/off sensor may not work properly.
3.   Automatic on/off sensor works properly only by outdoor DIRECT sunlight.
4.   Solar panel surface must be kept clean to collect sunlight effectively.
5.   Under extreme cold temperatures, or on a cloudy, rainy, or snowy day, battery may not be fully charged. In such cases, Solar Light 
      may not stay illuminated as long. 
6.   When placing stakes in the ground, be careful of underground utilities such as water pipes or any other underground utility conduits.
7.   This is a Solar Powered Light. It should not be compared with any spotlight or floodlight that is powered by other power
      sources. Solar Light illuminates when it is charged by the sun. The amount of DIRECT SUNLIGHT the light receives will
      dictate how bright the light will be, and how long the light stays on at night. The more DIRECT SUNLIGHT the light 
      receives, the better it performs. 

HOW SOLAR LIGHT WORKS
Solar Powered Light must be placed outdoors with its solar panel receiving DIRECT sunlight. The solar panel collects and converts 
sunlight into DC power during daytime while the pre-installed rechargeable battery stores the energy to power the light at night. The 
built-in sensor automatically activates the light at dusk and deactivates it at dawn.

SOLAR POWERED SPOTLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
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Remote sensor inside 
the lens. Aim remote 
to sensor to turn on 
(Hi or Low) the power 
to activate the auto 
on/off mode.

HOW TO SET UP THE SOLAR PANEL AND THE SPOTLIGHT

Test 
If it is in a lighted environment simply cover 
the solar panel so the built-in sensor will 
detect “Dusk” and automatically activate 
the light.

Follow the illustrations to set up the units
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Note: You may need to soak 
soil with water for 12-24 
hours before placing stakes. 

WHERE TO PLACE THE SOLAR PANEL

1. Find an open location where it receives DIRECT sunlight
    during the entire day. Note: Battery will not be fully
    charged if the location is shaded sometime during
    the day.

2. Place the solar panel facing SOUTH.

Notes: 
a. The solar panel is fixed at a 45º position to receive 
    the most sunlight possible.
b. Solar panel must NOT be in a lighted area at night.
    Light on solar panel at night affects the product’s 
    sensor, and the product will not work properly.
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Solar panel must receive DIRECT sunlight 
to charge the battery properly. 
Shaded location WILL NOT receive 
enough sunlight to charge the battery.
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Solar Panel

SOUTH

Tips on sunlight directions:
Sunlight direction varies from 
summer to winter. Sunlight at 
an angle to solar panel is not as 
effective as sunlight straight 
onto solar panel.
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NOTE: ACTUAL RUN TIME DEPENDS ON 
            SUNLIGHT CHARGING CONDITIONS.

HOW TO REPLACE BATTERIES
Follow the illustration to change the batteries 
in the product when needed. Be sure to 
securely reassemble the unit after replacing 
the batteries.
Caution: Do not mix old and new batteries. 
Do not mix different battery brands. The 
batteries must be installed with the correct 
polarity (+ / -).

Battery type: LiFePO4, rechargeable, 3.2V  
1500mAh, size:18650, button top. 
Number of battery: 4

Product Limited Warranty
Uncommon USA, Inc. offers a limited one year warranty against manufacturer defect(s) from the date of purchase when this product is 
employed as stated in this product’s instructions. Seller’s sole obligation and buyer’s exclusive remedy under this limited warranty shall be 
the repair or replacement of parts which are defective in material or workmanship. Any parts as determined by the seller which have been 
misused; abused or damaged either directly or indirectly from repairs or alterations attempted by unauthorized persons; improper 
maintenance, neglect or accident are not covered by this limited warranty. This limited warranty does not apply to damage, heat-induced 
coloration changes, scratching or alteration due to normal use or weathering. This limited warranty does not apply to accessory or 
consumable items, including batteries, related to this product. This limited warranty does not apply to customer’s satisfaction in terms of 
illumination effect compared with any low voltage spotlight or floodlight due to its SUNLIGHT charge nature.
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